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L IGHTING
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OF

MP ILLUMINATION 

MARINOS 
PATRIKIOS
manufacture and customize architectural indoor and outdoor lighting fixtures since 1973. 

Our continuous evolution is based on the excellent knowledge of lighting technology, the use of high-end 

engineering, the application of safety standards and the modern aesthetic designs. Mp Illumination designs and 

manufactures architectural lighting according to the latest developments and technological achievements.  

Our partners-suppliers are international market leaders and trend setters and we make sure our products 

incorporate high-end elements, whereas our clients are top lighting projects companies, architectural companies 

and engineers internationally recognized. 

Our production line consists of a variety of categories, and covers the complete range of indoors and outdoors 

luminaires, ideal for every demanding application, such as company offices, commercial centers, museums, 

airports, hospitals, public buildings, hotels, educational institutions, modern residences, public spaces, streets, 

ships, factories.

Our central offices, showroom and factory are situated in Athens, at Skaramangas industrial area, in privately 

owned premises of 7.000 m².

50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE  

Over the last 50 years in lighting business we acknowledge that the key of success is based on some important 

values:

 professionalism          attention to detail          flexibility

 service          speed         consistency

Our philosophy is based on these values and has led us to build strong partnerships through the years.



I S O  9 0 0 1 

Lighting Studies & 
Planning
 

Our Lighting Design team provides to our clients unique lighting calculation and photometric studies. 

Combining extensive product knowledge with a wide range of energy efficient product solutions our Lighting 

Design team is able to guide you through a cost-effective and sustainable selection process, without compromising 

in quality or lighting result.

MP ILLUMINATION has been certified with ISO 9001 from DQS Germany, for the quality management system of its 

internal processes. We use quality management systems to meet the exact requirements of our customers.

Our quality management practices incorporate a comprehensive set of guidance documents and traceability tables 

to ensure quality.



HELLENIC BANK - CYPRUS

AIN DUBAI TERMINAL - UAE

PUBLIC INSTITUTE OF 
ADMINISTRATION - OMAN

TAWILA ISLAND - EGYPT

AL ALAMEIN HOTEL- EGYPT

SOHAR HOSPITAL EXPANSION - OMAN

NGU  ENGINEERING BUILDING - EGYPT

NIZWA HOSPITAL - OMAN

CITY OF DREAMS CASINO 
RESORT - CYPRUS

SEAT SHOWROOM - SLOVAKIA

MEDITTERANEAN BEACH HOTEL - 
CYPRUS

LONGINES WATCHES STORE - 
KINGDOM MALL - SAUDI ARABIA

ENOC - EMIRATES NATIONAL OIL CO. 
OFFICES - UAE

MADINITY MALL - EGYPT

BANK MISR - EGYPT

HOSPITAL SACA - SLOVAKIA

URBAN TESCO MALL - SLOVAKIA 

ABU DHABI AIRPORT - UAE 

LARNACA AIRPORT - CYPRUS 

SKYCOURT BUDAPEST AIRPORT - 
HUNGARY

SORBONNE UNIVERSITY - UAE 

AL BARRARI RESIDENCES - UAE  

AL JIMMI MALL - UAE 

PARK HYATT HOTEL - UAE

FIRST GULF BANK - UAE 

RUWAIS PALACE - UAE 

AL RAHA BEACH DEVELOPMENT - UAE

ZAYED UNIVERSITY - UAE  

AL RAWDHA PALACE - UAE 

BATEEN SCHOOL - UAE 

FUTURE SCHOOLS - UAE

FOODCOURT ATHENS AIRPORT - 
GREECE

DUSIT HOTEL - UAE

KHALIFA PORT -  UAE

EMIRATES PARK TOWER HOTEL - UAE

BATEEN PALACE - UAE 

AQABA PROJECT - JORDAN

KING ABDULLAH PARK - JORDAN

AL AIN SCHOOLS - UAE

RITZ CARLTON HOTEL - EGYPT

6TH OF OCTOBER PROJECT - EGYPT

CITY STARS PROJECT - EGYPT

HILTON HOTEL DEAD SEA - JORDAN

SAMA BEIRUT TOWER - LEBANON

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL -
FIJI ISLANDS

M-PRESS COMMERCIAL COMPLEX - 
KUWAIT

TIRES RECYCLING FACTORY - KUWAIT

SABB HEADQUARTERS - SAUDI ARABIA

YAS SOUTH DEVELOPMENT 
INFRASTRACTURE - UAE

PASTEUR LOBBIES - LEBANON

MP ILLUMINATION is continuously expanding its global  

presence and is ready to provide its customers excellent 

service and collaboration.

With a presence in more 40 countries, all over the world, 

MP is definitely a very credible and competitive partner 

for all your projects.

Our dedication to service and technical support  

guarantees that every customer will get personalized 

attention and service at any stage of a project, as well as 

constant technical support.

Global presence 

& exports

Cyprus
Belgium 
England
Lithuania
Estonia
Poland
Croatia
Lithuania 
Romania
Czech 
Republic

Norway 
Finland
Denmark
Malta
Serbia
Austria
Bulgaria
Albania
France
Switzerland
Ireland

Sweden 
Netherlands
Hungary
Slovakia
Montenegro 
USA
India 
United Arab Emirate 
Saudi Arabia 
Qatar 
Israel

Lebanon
Egupt  
Jorfdan
Israel
Bahrain 
Kuwait 
Oman 
New Zealand
Nigiria
Marocco
Algeria

OUR PROJECTS
Μ-Ζ ALAMEIN - EGYPT

BLF BANK GHAZIR - LEBANON

CYB BANK HEADQUARTERS - ΕGYPT

BILLBERRY WATERFORD - ENGLAND

TILBA ROSE NEW CAPITAL - EGYPT

WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL - QATAR

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE BLDG - EGYPT

KHALIFA PLAZA - DUBAI

CRAFT ZONE MALL - EGYPT

EGYPTIAN ARMY STADIUM - EGYPT

OMFICO BLDG - OMAN

EL SALAM TOWERS – EGYPT

UNIVERSITY OF PAPHOS - CYPRUS

NATIONAL COLLEGE - IRELAND

E-BANK - EGYPT

SAMHAN PROJECT - KSA

FOODPARK & BUTLER MTB AIR PORT - 
DUBAI

CIB NEW CAPITAL - EGYPT

CRAFT MALL ZONE - EGYPT

CITY OF DREAMS CASINO - CYPRUS

SUEZ CANAL BANK - EGYPT

ZED TOWERS - EGYPT

JUMA MOSQUE - DUBAI

IKEA - SLOVAKIA

KNOWLEDGE CITY -EGYPT

SAN STEFANO FRESCA RESTAURANT - 
EGYPT

NEW GIZA UNIVERSITY – EGYPT



Commitment to Quality 

Every step in the production process has a routine quality procedure, covering both product quality and testing. 

Each product that leaves MPILLUMINATION, has been inspected and tested thoroughly, resulting in maximum 

efficiency. 

The lighting fittings of MP ILLUMINATION are manufactured, checked and tested in compliance to the general 

standard of European Union for lighting fittings EN-60598 and they are CE marked on their bodies and packing boxes.



100% 
Greek Products
The production process is conducted in our privately 

owned premises in Athens: from manufacturing and 

assembling to wiring and final testing. We don’t just 

assemble the luminaires but we carry out the whole 

process from R&D stages to final product. This allows us 

to make prototypes and made-to-measure fixtures rapidly 

and with excellent quality standards. This is one of our 

strong competitive advantages in the international market.



Dim to 
Warm

Human Centric lighting 
Tunable White Led sources

Advanced
Solutions

1800K              2200K              3000K

2700K          3000K    4000K             5000K      6500K

2700K                    Tunable White                                      6500K

5%                        Dimmable                                           100%



Special
Constructions
We are able to offer special lighting solutions 

according to the needs and requirements of each 

project. 

We have all the tools to do so. Technical skills, 

intelligent innovation and manufacture knowhow 

enable us to respond to your requirements in a 

short time. We are on your side, as we have the 

resources and experience to manufacture quality 

customized solutions to order. 



Design
When we design & develop our new collections, we 

are inspired by trends in architecture, we are driven 

by the progress of technology and we are focused 

on the international markets’ needs. 

LED Technology
We follow up the constantly evolving LED  technology. 

We believe and invest in new technologies, so 

much that today more than 99% of the full range 

is available in LED version. Thanks to technology 

progress the latest led modules are very powerful 

and ensure better efficiency, lower consumption, 

higher reliability and long life duration. 

The high quality of LEDs supplied in our luminaires, 

combined with high efficiency lenses, reflectors and 

optical systems, provide a great lighting distribution 

variety suitable to create any lighting effect.





High End 
products  
Our luminaires are manufactured with the goal of 

lasting over time and ensuring constant performances.

We use high quality aluminum alloys, as well as brass 

and stainless steel materials, to make sure that our 

products resist harsh environmental conditions.

We select only the highest grade of components and 

we design their integration within our luminaires using 

our many years of experience and technical expertise. 



FACTORY: Pentagion & Tritonos Str. SHOWROOM: 8, Palaska Str. | Skaramangas 124 62 | Athens | Greece 

T. +30 210 5577 445 | +30 210 5570 430 | F. +30 210 5579878 | info@mpillumination.com
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